WE LEVERAGED
TIKTOK’S SOUND
TREND TO REACH
24+ MILLION
PEOPLE

OVERVIEW

CASE STUDY

RESULTS

Fanbytes worked with Sony Commercial Group to catapult
George Michael’s song, Careless Whisper as a trend on
TikTok and Instagram. Fanbytes engaged UK-based macro
TikTok influencers to use sound that directed followers
towards Sony’s official platform. Additionally, we worked
with Instagram meme accounts to supercharge the trend’s
virality. In doing so, we boosted brand awareness while
increasing streams.

We boosted brand
awareness while increasing
streams

24M+
REACH

Client
Sony Music represents an extensive
collection of multiple Grammywinning global artists in the UK and
Ireland. Sony Music Commercial
Group produces, manages and
maintains a vast catalogue of
digitally remastered reissues,
including tracks from British singer,
songwriter, record producer and icon
of popular culture, George Michael.

THEIR CHALLENGE
Sony Commercial Group approached
Fanbytes with the challenge to grow usergenerated content for George Michael’s
song, Careless Whisper. Our goal was to
reach as many people as possible through
TikTok and Instagram meme pages within
the UK.

We grew USG for
George Michael's

Careless Whisper

Our knowledge of TikTok informed our strategy to target highly
engaged macro influencers with relatable profiles first.

Fanbytes directed each influencer to create original content using
sound from TikTok profile

@georgemichaelofficial. We gave

creative license to influencers to bring their own personality to their
videos. Each had a clear message and a meme-like quality. This

OUR APPROACH

spurred imitations amongst our macro influencers’ audiences. All
this user-generated content used Sony’s official sound.

We sent examples of the videos created to Instagram meme
accounts to repost. We gave these accounts freedom to choose
their favourite and add their own caption, to make the content a
natural fit. This supercharged the virality of the trend.

As a result, Fanbytes was able to push the trend out to over 24
million people (and counting), while directing users towards
George Michael’s channel.

WHAT WE DID
FIRST STEP

THIRD STEP

We identified relatable videos as a key factor in

We sent the videos to Instagram meme accounts,

spurring trends in user-generated content, as

seen as ‘tastemakers’ of internet culture. They

followers feel empowered to create their own

shared the content in an authentic manner,

version of the meme.

boosting awareness of and interest in the trend.

SECOND STEP

LAST STEP

We targeted macro influencers with unique viewpoints and high

Huge views and high engagement meant we were

engagement rates. We gave creative licence to influencers to

able to direct the trend towards Sony’s official

iterate the trend in their own style. Content ranged from

sound.

confessional subject matter to timely pop culture jokes.

WHAT WERE THE RESULTS
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UGC

George Michael’s Careless Whisper was released in 1984, predating the oldest
Gen Z-ers by over a decade. Fanbytes createc love for the song amongst a new
generation. We brought relevance and an added layer of personality to the
track. By directing the flow of user-generated content towards official channels,
we were able to boost brand awareness while skyrocketing the trend.
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